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About This Game

Your journey around the world continues! Eternal City of Rome awaits you with its riddles and challenging puzzles. Collect
more than 80 artifacts on the awesome match-3 levels while travelling to the most beautiful sights. Each new level is more

difficult than the last, so prepare for an exciting time!

* 84 artifacts to collect
* Relaxing but still challenging gameplay

* Exciting levels in 7 episodes
* Fantastic soundtrack
* Beautiful locations

* New bonuses and cool power-ups

Continue your journey across miraculous fields of Tuscany, romantic channels of Venice and beautiful streets of ancient
Milano.

Don’t forget to have a cup of tea in the Sicilian café after leaving Vesuvius and Naples.
Your journey around the world continues! Welcome to Italy!
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An extremely buggy piece of work. In fact it is so buggy, the game cannot be played as should and it's impossible to obtain more
than half of the achievements. After the first game reset, which should upgrade the Hall, the Hall isn't upgraded. Sure, you can
make 5 additional Walkers but when scrolling up there's no squares and options to build additional tables, workers, etc. After
the reset you're still stuck as is, with a useless income multiplier. Once you have enough funds to initiate the second reset, the
game does not allow you to. It just tells you "Error". Restarting the game, whether saved\/loaded or not, just results in all
Walkers losing all their upgrades, this while they are still running at the upgraded speed.

The UI is geared towards touchscreen, not keyboard and mouse as is most common for desktop systems. The mouse scrollwheel
doesn't work half of the time. The game does not remember any settings whatsoever. If you relaunch the game, you'll have to
manually set the video and audio options once again yourself. Over and over again. Plus, as mentioned before, restarting the
game just removes the Walker upgrades, whether saved\/loaded or not.

And what's worst: during the first hour of gameplay, the game managed to hang my PC 3 times. I have no such issue with any
other game, ranging from other simple unlicensed Unity-games to AAA-blockbusters. My system is decent and up-to-date. The
game's process also does have sufficient security rights.

Highscores, not even an hour after release, the leaderboards were being topped with players having scores in the range of
trillions. This is simply not possible and most likely the result of cheating with things provided like CheatEngine (memory\/code
editing, increased tickspeed, etc). In this day and age there's no excuse anymore for games being subject to such things,
especially considering online syncing. Regardless, such scores shouldn't even be accepted to the leaderboards, but no attention is
given to that whatsoever making the leaderboards fully useless and meaningless.

All in all, a terrible piece of work. My advise to the programmer: If you have no clue what you're doing, go do something else.
It's sad to know Steam has even accepted this release; so much for quality assurance.. wow i payed \u00a38 for to maps that i
could of watched on you tube what a waste of money. There's a cake behind that door! No, really! You just need another three
of you to get there.... We are going to build a Wall!!!

And let me tell you we build very very good walls belive me.

I do have to recomend this game as it was funny to play.
It made fun of libtards and democrats with facts from Trumps election.

Keep Making Gaming Great Again!!!!

Hillary Clinton never had a game anywhere near this GREAT!!! Ha

Follow my Reviews to support Real Reviews from a Real Player!!!. Buy this game if you like wizard cats.. Splice was a game
expertly designed for mobile, but seamlessly ported to PC. While I can't say I'm enthusiastic about the limited benefit of playing
on a PC, the game itself is soundly designed.
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Your objective is to "Splice" together a... cell? an organism? There's no story to it, but that's fine. It's a fun puzzle game for 5
minutes or 5 hours. Once you beat the game, if you haven't already, you're able to play levels with "Angelic" solutions--ones
where you're granted more moves than necessary to solve the puzzle. They're fortunately labeled beforehand, so you don't have
to figure out which are angelic by trial and error. However, once these solutions are found the only replay value is forgetting
about the game and reinstalling it months to years later once you've forgotten the solutions.

The background music and sound effects are helpful if you have trouble viewing the animations, but are otherwise useless. They
don't benefit any immersive quality, as there is plainly no immersion.

All in all, Splice is a fine game to play if you enjoy puzzles. If you're newer to playing puzzle games, you'd be better off finding
a different one with more captivating story and gameplay, and coming back to Splice later. If you're a seasoned puzzle gamer,
Splice is a fine addition to your games library!. People complain a lot, yes the game is hard.

I've beaten it twice over for the warrior and bezerk, I have yet to beat it with the mage.

7\/10

I recommend this game on sale of 25% off.
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Gets boring fast, too simple (and thus limited) controls.. This is a wonderful game and reminds me of the good ol' Command
and Conquer days.Excellent strategy game and same with the other 8 Bit games.. can't remap controls to my mouse, can't use
arrow keys for movement, not going to play a game that tries to force me to play using contols I've never used in FPS games in
the past 22 years. Not everyone is a WASD person. Early access, beta, whatever you want to call it....that is not something that is
hard to change. Just lazy by not allowing what every other FPS game I've ever played (alpha, beta whatever) has allowed me to
do. Might be ok for people that have been around PC gaming for a cup of coffee but not for real gamers that like to use custom
controls including the mouse. Wish you could "play" the wind song along with the three new ones added in this sequel, really
liked that in the first game. Really liked it otherwise. :D. Can't get the game to even start. It just brings up the Campaign Clicker
has stopped working window every time I try. I've uninstalled and reinstalled 3 times. I'm using Windows 10. Not sure why I'm
having this issue if I'm able to play games like Adventure Capitalist, Dirt 3, MW 2 etc.

I'm hoping to get this issue resolved because I do like the look of the game and I'm interested in trying it. For now it has a
thumbs down because I can't open the thing. If this is resolved I'll be more than happy to change my review,. Dreadful.
I'm sorry Sinclair Strange (The Developers) but Jet Gunner is absolutely dreadful. You pay $4.00 for a dreadful 80's retro
futuristic pixel art platformer.
Pros-
None
Cons-
Old Fashioned
No Real Storyline

I give Jet Gunner
0.6/10
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